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INTRODUCTION

Our fair value assessment tool allows firms to assess the value
offered by their products by benchmarking those products
against the market.

The tool is ideal for firms who want to ensure they meet the fair
value standards set by Consumer Duty.
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To launch the tool, click ‘Get started’
on the Fair value report tool section of

the homepage.



The Fair value report tool allows firms to quickly evaluate their
products relative to the rest of the market, showing how they
compare on the comprehensiveness of their product features,
the price they charge, and the service they offer.

We split product features into 4 categories. Primary, secondary
and tertiary features, which form the comprehensiveness
assessment, and a category for fees, charges and excesses. 

Primary features are the core of the product, secondary features
are useful but not as important and tertiary features are extra
product features that many providers include but are not
central to providing a good product.
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SUMMARY
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We calculate scores for every category by scoring the product
features within them. Each product feature is given a score
from 0% to 100%. The best in the market will score 100% and
the worst 0%, with a range between them. 

Each category score is calculated by averaging the scores of
every feature within the category. The overall
comprehensiveness assessment is calculated through a
weighted average of the primary, secondary and tertiary
features.  Primary features count for 65%, secondary 25% and
tertiary 10%. 

In sectors with fewer features we group all features into the
primary category.
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COMPREHENSIVENESS

The comprehensiveness league table
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PRICE

We’ve collected price data so that the comprehensives of a
product can be assessed alongside the cost. You can also see
how your product’s price compares to the rest of the market. 

For the bank account, credit card and investment sectors we
use cost and reward scenarios to work out a ‘price’ for the
product. These scenarios simulate how a person is likely to use
the product and include fees, interest and charges, as well as
any rewards the product offers. 
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SERVICE QUALITY

On the summary page you can see also see our unique
customer experience metrics that assess service quality. 

These include scores for happiness, trust and claims
satisfaction based on customer polling, as well as a FOS
complaints score and our analysis of product transparency.
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USE CASES

Our Fair value reports use complete and continuously
maintained datasets. Each product can be broken down so every
feature can be assessed against the market. This allows you to
see where your products are falling down or standing out. 

Combining our comprehensiveness assessment with price data
can reveal areas where products may fall short on fair value.
This can assist you with FCA Consumer Duty compliance. 
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EXPORT REPORTS

The summary page can be exported as a PDF to help you share
your performance. 

Product level reports can also be downloaded as an excel file for
easy analysis. 
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TRY IT OUT

You can try out this feature and others now on our insight
portal: 

https://insight.fairerfinance.com/
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